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INTRODUCTION
01
Cloud computing is one of the great transformational shifts in 
corporate information technology. It allows businesses to 
manage their IT needs in innumerable new ways—some of 
them great, some of them terrible.

That last part is what worries chief information security 
TϬHJWX��

9MJ�YWZYM�NX�YMFY�HQTZI�XJW[NHJX�FWJ�FQWJFI^�F�Ƴ]JI�UFWY�TK�YMJ�
corporate IT landscape. Businesses have been adopting the 
cloud for one task after another: customer relationship 
management; corporate accounting; regulatory compliance; 

risk management. 
Microsoft provides its 
4ϬHJ�����XTKY\FWJ�[NF�
YMJ�HQTZI�YT����RNQQNTS�
businesses. Google 
manages corporate 
email systems. Adobe 
TϫJWX�LWFUMNH�IJXNLS�
services to millions of 
creative professionals. 

More concerning for 
CISOs, however, is 
that cloud services 
have also become a 
Ƴ]JI�NIJF�NS�JRUQT^-
ees’ minds—as in, “We 
need a quick way to 

LJY�YMNX�ITSJ��<J�HFS�OZXY�ƳSI�XTRJ�HMJFU�UWT[NIJW�TS�YMJ�
Internet, right?”

Wrong. That is the allure of the cloud’s ease-of-use running 
roughshod over its risks. It is precisely what CISOs need to 
prevent. Part of your role must be to develop a security plan 
that includes the cloud; rather than one that ignores it. If you 
don’t, you will be in the position of responding to employees 
pushing for security reviews during the procurement pro-
cess—or worse, during deployment. You want to be showing 
them the way forward. 

(.84X�HFSƍY�KFZQY�TUJWFYNTSX�FSI�ƳSFSHJ�J]JHZYN[JX�KTW�
wanting to embrace the cloud. Using cloud services does cut 
investment costs and relieve the IT team of tedious chores. 
The functionality of the applications often is better than what 
coders could develop in-house. The business case for using 
cloud services is compelling, and it will only become more so 
in the future.

9MFY�XFNI��(.84X�MF[J�F�INϫJWJSY�UWNTWNY^��>TZW�WTQJ�NX�YT�LZNIJ�
and govern the business functions driving daily operations at 
the company. When the business units see a breakthrough in 
technology that can help them do their jobs (and cloud 
services do qualify as such), the CISO’s job is to help other 
parts of the enterprise harness the power of that technology 
JϫJHYN[JQ^�

If not—if a CISO categorically opposes the use of cloud 
services—then employees will quickly come to see the 
security function as an obstacle: something to be tolerated at 
best, and evaded when necessary. A CISO never wants to be 
in that position. You want to be perceived as someone who 
enables the business units do their jobs well, and they will 
see using the cloud as part of that.

To embrace the cloud fully and wisely, then, a CISO needs to 
master two roles. First, he or she must participate as part of 
the team that evaluates cloud providers—bringing the proper 
XJHZWNY^�J]UJWYNXJ�YT�YMJ�ƳSFSHJ�FSI�GZXNSJXX�J]JHZYN[JX�
eager to use the cloud. Second, the CISO must also know 
how to evaluate the security of cloud services. 

Let’s take each point in turn.

“73%  
(of organizations) 

have adopted  
at least one  

cloud security  
component.”

Ɗ������.),�*SYJWUWNXJ�(QTZI�
Computing Survey

To embrace the cloud fully and wisely,  
then, a CISO needs to master two roles.
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HARMONIZING 
THE THREE VOICES

02

All decisions to use the cloud will be driven  
by three voices within your organization: the 
TUJWFYNTSX�YJFR�YMFY�MFX�F�XUJHNƳH�SJJI�NY� 
\FSYX�YT�XTQ[J�[NF�YMJ�HQTZI �YMJ�ƳSFSHJ�YJFR� 
that wants to weigh the costs and savings; and 
the security team concerned about risks. 

CISOs need to respect that dynamic and help to guide it 
wisely. That means the company should have a structured 
process to govern when and how employees use cloud 
services—not something ad hoc that might change depend-
ing on the people debating the question, or the particular 
idea on any given day. 

+TW�J]FRUQJ��ITJX�YMJ�HTRUFS^�MF[J�F�\WNYYJS�UTQNH^�YMFY�
governs how, and for what, employees can use cloud 
XJW[NHJX$�.X�YMFY�UTQNH^�HQJFW$�)TJX�NY�WJƴJHY�F�UWFHYNHFQ�
assessment of the company’s security risks? Has that policy 
been communicated to the workforce, and are you sure they 
understand it? 

That preliminary spadework can make subsequent discus-
sions about using cloud services go much more smoothly. 
Again, the risk isn’t that the company uses the cloud at all; 
the risk is that some small pocket of the organization uses 
the cloud unwisely, because that small pocket doesn’t know 
how to evaluate all the factors your organization should 
consider before moving to the cloud.

Another way to underline the importance of a good process 
is to consider how your business might move to the cloud 
without one.  

In that world, the operating unit can become the dominant 
voice pushing the conversation because it wants the ease of 
HQTZI�XJW[NHJX�XT�RZHM��9MJ�(.84�JSIX�ZU�GJHTRNSL�YMJ�ƳSFQ�
arbiter of whether to use any cloud, rather than an early 
advisor on how to use the cloud. Business units may come to 
view the security team as “the enemy” trying to thwart their 
plans. They might even take the riskiest action of all: using 
the cloud without telling you.

That is not at all where a risk adviser wants to be. 

That’s why a thoughtful process for using cloud services is so 
crucial. It lets the CISO be a bridge between the business 
and the cloud, so they can have a productive conversation 
about what will work best for your organization.

So how does that thoughtful process unfold? Once the 
business does decide to use cloud services, how does the 
CISO evaluate each solution’s security posture and deter-
RNSJ�\MFYƍX�F�LTTI�ƳY�KTW�^TZW�TWLFSN_FYNTS$�

That brings us to the second skill a CISO needs to master.

The risk isn’t that the company uses the 
cloud at all; the risk is that some small 
pocket of the organization uses the 
cloud unwisely…
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ASKING THE  
RIGHT QUESTIONS

03

Your goal when assessing the security of a cloud 
solution is to determine how it handles security 
and whether that approach makes the provider  
a good potential partner for your organization. 

9MFY�NX�STY�YMJ�XFRJ�FX�IJYJWRNSNSL�F�ƳWRƍX�UWJHNXJ�XJHZWNY^�
posture. The service provider might have security protocols 
ideal for your needs today—but key personnel might leave 
YTRTWWT\ �TW�YMJ�ƳWR�RNLMY�HMFSLJ�UTQNHNJX�SJ]Y�\JJP �TW�F�
new software update might pose unforeseen risks to your 
IFYF�SJ]Y�RTSYM�

While you certainly need to collect a lot of information and 
ask some pointed questions for a thorough evaluation, it’s 
helpful to start the assessment with simple open-ended 
questions that illuminate the provider’s approach to security. 
Here are some suggestions.   

Who is in charge of security?�>TZ�\FSY�YT�ƳSI�YMJ� 
highest-ranking person at the provider whose sole job is 
security—not a vice president of security and IT, who might 
also oversee tech deployment; not a chief technology 
TϬHJW��\MT�RNLMY�IFGGQJ�NS�XYWFYJL^��>TZ�FQXT�\FSY�YT�PST\�
how many people directly report to this person, and how 
large the security team is. 

9MJ�LTFQ�NX�YT�ZSIJWXYFSI�MT\�YMJ�UWT[NIJW�ƏXYFϫX�TZYƐ�
security, irrespective of the particular person overseeing the 
function today. You want assurance that the provider has a 
structure for security even as personnel change over time. 

How does the provider use two-factor authentication? 
Not only do you want to see where the provider uses 2FA  
in its product; you want to understand how the provider 
uses 2FA across its whole operation—including where  
YMJ�HTRUFS^�ITJX�STY�ZXJ��+&��8UJHNƳHFQQ^��NX�YMJWJ�FS^�
point where the provider is transmitting your data without 
using 2FA?)

)TJX�F�UWT[NIJW�SJJI�YT�ZXJ�Y\T�KFHYTW�FZYMJSYNHFYNTS�FY�
every moment? No. The point of the question is simply for 
YMJ�UWT[NIJW�YT�J]UQFNS�NYX�QTLNH��XT�^TZ��YMJ�(.84��HFS�
evaluate that logic. 

How does the provider govern access control? This 
question drives at how the provider manages the human 
factor: people accessing your company’s data. How quickly is 
ZXJW�FHHJXX�YZWSJI�TS�FSI�Tϫ��FX�JRUQT^JJX�HTRJ�FSI�LT$�
)TJX�YMJ�UWT[NIJW�KTQQT\�5WNSHNUQJ�TK�1JFXY�5WN[NQJLJ�FSI�
terminate access even for current employees who no longer 
need your data? Will outside parties working with the 
provider also have access to your data? 

How does the provider assure it has no exposure to 
known vulnerabilities?�)NXHZXXNTSX�FGTZY�UFYHM�RFSFLJ-
ment, vulnerability assessments, application controls—they 
all demonstrate the provider’s awareness of how to handle 
various threats. Again, there is no single correct answer; 
what may be crucial to another customer might be irrelevant 
to you, and vice-versa. You only want to elicit the provider’s 
rationale for policing against threats in the way that it does.

What’s the proof? Every reputable cloud services provider 
will have some outside attestation of its security; the 
question is whether that attestation is helpful to your 
HTRUFS^�XUJHNƳHFQQ^��+TW�J]FRUQJ��NK�YMJ�UWT[NIJW�MFI�NYX�
XJHZWNY^�FZINYJI�NS�F�84(�WJUTWY��INI�YMFY�FZINY�J]FRNSJ�
procedures relevant to your needs? Or if the attestations 
didn’t, will you be allowed to perform your own testing? 

Leadership, multi-factor authentication, access rights, 
vulnerability management, audits—they are the subjects of 
conversation a CISO wants to have with a solution provider. 
)JUJSINSL�TS�YMTXJ�ƳWXY�FSX\JWX��IJRTSXYWFYNSL�F�UWT[NI-
er’s security philosophy—then you may want to follow up 
with pointed questions. Much more important, however, is 
the broader canvas against which those details are painted.
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Above all, CISOs should understand what cloud service 
providers fundamentally are: an outside contractor who 
UWT[NIJX�F�XJW[NHJ�RTWJ�JϬHNJSYQ^�YMFS�^TZ�HFS�RFSFLJ�
^TZWXJQK��.S�YMFY�WJXUJHY��YMJ^�FWJ�ST�INϫJWJSY�YMFS�F�HQJFSNSL�
company that provides janitorial services or a landscaping 
ƳWR�YMFY�PJJUX�YMJ�TϬHJ�LWTZSIX�SJFY��9MJ^�IT�OTGX� 
RTWJ�JϬHNJSYQ^�YMFS�UJTUQJ�NS�^TZW�TWLFSN_FYNTS�HTZQI� 
do themselves. 

The cloud can accelerate productivity. Employees will want 
to use it. The job of the CISO is to advise them on how to use 
the cloud without putting the company at risk. And with a 
shrewd, considered assessment of the provider in question, 
YMJ�(.84�HFS�IT�J]FHYQ^�YMFY�

Ready to embrace the cloud (or just give it a closer look)?
Download the Cloud Vendor Assessment Guide for more important questions 
to ask and answers to look for. 
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About Rapid7
7FUNI��3&8)&6��75)��NX�YWZXYJI�G^�.9�FSI�XJHZWNY^�UWTKJX-
sionals around the world to manage risk, simplify modern IT 
HTRUQJ]NY^��FSI�IWN[J�NSST[FYNTS��7FUNI��FSFQ^YNHX�YWFSXKTWR�
today’s vast amounts of security and IT data into the 
answers needed to securely develop and operate sophisti-
cated IT networks and applications. Rapid7 research, 
technology, and services drive vulnerability management, 
penetration testing, application security, incident detection 
FSI�WJXUTSXJ��FSI�QTL�RFSFLJRJSY�KTW�RTWJ�YMFS�������
TWLFSN_FYNTSX�FHWTXX�RTWJ�YMFS�����HTZSYWNJX��NSHQZINSL���
�
of the Fortune 1000. To learn more about Rapid7 or join our 
threat research, visit www.rapid7.com.

Rapid7 Insight
Rapid7 Insight is the cloud-based platform that makes it 
possible—and simple—for security and IT professionals to 
XMFWJ�IFYF��WJXJFWHM�ƳSINSLX��FSI�LJY�YMJ�FSX\JWX�YMJ^�SJJI�
YT�IT�YMJNW�OTG��9MJ�.SXNLMY�UQFYKTWR�XNLSNƳHFSYQ^�WJIZHJ�
overall total cost of ownership inherent with on-premise, 
analytics-driven solutions, and automatically scales to meet 
the needs of users, helping to solve challenges presented by 
rapid data growth for both security and IT. 

Rapid7 has been in the security game for nearly two 
decades, and we understand that moving to the cloud is not 
taken lightly, by anyone. Our team of developers, engineers, 
and internal security practitioners have worked for years on 
the Insight platform to not only reduce your risk and com-
UQJ]NY^��GZY�FQXT�^TZW�GQTTI�UWJXXZWJ��5WTHJXXNSL�RTWJ�YMFS�
���GNQQNTS�J[JSYX�FSI�RTSNYTWNSL�RNQQNTSX�TK�FXXJYX�IFNQ^��YMJ�
.SXNLMY�UQFYKTWR�NX�YMJ�ƳWXY�YT�ZSNK^�XTQZYNTSX�KTW�[ZQSJWFGNQNY^�
management, user behavior analytics (UBA), SIEM, IT log 
analytics, and application security.

Learn more about the Insight platform, as well as the 
products it supports, at www.rapid7.com/products/
insight-platform.


